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Abstract 
Siraii, J., Duke’s theorem does not extend to signed graph embeddings, Discrete Mathematics, 
94 (1991) 233-238. 
Using homology-type arguments and surface surgery it is proved that a direct extension of the 
classical Duke’s contiguity theorem to cellular orientation embeddings of signed graphs is 
impossible. 
1. IntrocIuction 
For a connected graph G let M(G) denote the set of all integers g for which G 
has a 2-cell embedding in an orientable surface S of genus y(S) = g. A classical 
theorem of Duke [l] asserts that M(G) is always an interval of nonnegative 
integers. In fact, if y(G) and yM(G) denote the (orientable) genus and maximum 
genus of G, respectively, then M(G) = {g: y(G) < g d yM(G)}. A non-orientable 
analog of this result was proved by Stahl [3]: The set a(G) = {h: G embeds 
cellularly in a non-orientable surface S of non-orientable genus p(S) = h} is an 
interval of positive integers whenever G is a connected graph containing at least 
one cycle. Moreover, if jj( G) and /3(G) are the non-orientable genus and the 
Betti number of such a G, then M(G) - {h: T(G) d h </3(G)}. 
The above results are known as contiguity theorems, or interpolation theorems, 
for the genera of surfaces in which a graph admits a cellular embedding. As 
shown in [6,8], they generalize also to embeddings in which some face- 
boundaries are prescribed. Recently, another possible field for establishing the 
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interpolation property has arisen. Namely, it is the theory of signed graph 
embeddings, which is being developed by Zaslavsky [9-lo]. 
A signed grupit is a graph in which every edge is signed + 1 or - 1. A cycle of a 
signed graph is balanced if the product of signs of all edges of the cycle is + 1. If 
every cycle of a signed graph is balanced then the graph itself is called balanced; 
otherwise it is called unbalanced. When considering 2-cell embeddings i : G + S of 
a signed graph G in a closed surface S, we shall be interested only in those which 
satisfy the following condition: A cycle C of G is balanced if and only if its image 
i(C) is orientation-preserving on S. Such embeddings are referred to as 
orientation embeddings in [9]. 
It is well known (cf. e.g. [3]) that a signed graph has an orientation embedding 
in an orientable surface if and only if the graph is balanced. Thus, Duke’s result 
extends automatically to orientation embeddings of connected balanced graphs. 
The situation becomes more interesting if we focus on unbalanced connected 
graphs G; for them let M,,(G) be the set of all integers h for which there is a 
cellular orientation embedding of G in a (necessarily non-orientable) surface S of 
non-orientable genus p(S) = h. Zaslavsky [9] conjectured that, as in the case of 
ordinary orientable and non-orientable mbeddings, the set M,,(G) is an interval 
of integers for each connected unbalanced graph G. 
The aim of the present paper is to disprove this conjecture. We show that there 
are signed graphs G whose sets M,,,(G) are arbitrarily large and yet contain no 
pair of consecutive integers. 
2. Counterexamples 
Before stating and proving our result let us remark that, in accordance with the 
convection in topo&ical graph theory, we allow graphs to have loops and/or 
parallel edges. When dealing with a closed surface S we shall often refer to its 
Euler genus E(S), which is equal to y(S) if S is non-orientable and 2y(S) if S is 
orientable. Note also that in deciding whether a signed graph G does or does not 
admit an orientation embedding in a surface, the signs on bridges of G are 
irrelevant. 
Theorem 1. For every pair of integers h 2 1 and k 2 0 there exists a connected 
unbalanced signed graph G with M,,(G) = (h, h + 2, . . . , h + 2k). 
Proof. Denote by Gh the signed graph which arises from the star Kl,h with 
central vertex v by attaching a negative loop to each vertex of the star except v 
(Fig. 1; signs of the nonloop edges will be inessential). Let Hk be an arbitrary 
balanced connected planar graph whose maximum orientable genus is equal to k 
(e.g., for k 2 1 the wheel WZk with all edges positive). Finally, let G be a signed 
graph obtained from Gh and Hk by adding a bridge e joining the vertex v E Gil 
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Fig. 1. The graph Gh. 
with a vertex u E Hk; the sign of e need not be specified. The graph G is clearly 
unbalanced, and we shall first prove that M,,(G) c {h, h + 2, . . . , h + 2k). 
In order to do it, consider a cellular orientation embedding i : G + S of G in a 
(necessarily non-orientable) closed surface S. From the fact that e is a bridge of G 
it follows that the embedding i contains a face F such that, when ‘walking down’ 
its boundary, the edge e is traversed twice (once in each direction). In other 
words, the boundary of F is a closed walk of the form (eAe-‘B) where A and B 
are closed walks in G. But since G - e is disconnected, A and B rmust belong to 
different components of G - e; say, A s Gh and B c_ I& (Fig. 2). 
Now, let us extend the embedding i by a positive loop x at the vertex u, 
embedded in F (as indicated in Fig. 2 by the dotted line), obtaining thereby a 
cellular embedding ix : G + x + S. Denote by % the collection of all closed walks 
W in the graph Hk + x which are bounding in ix (i.e., each W E % is a closed walk 
which bounds a face in ix). The mod 2 sum of all W E % is easily seen to be equal 
to X, because every edge of Hk appears in the sum twice whereas x only once-in 
the walk (Bx) But from the point of view of homology, each bounding walk is a 
zero-homologous cycle. Consequently, the loop x (as a sum of zero-homologous 
cyc!es) must be a zero-homologous cycle on S. 
At this stage we shall do a little surgery on S. Since x is zero-homologous, 
cutting S along the loop x results in splitting of S into two surfaces S, and S& each 
containing a ‘hole’ bounded by x (this slight abuse of notation cannot lead to a 
confusion). Accordingly, the embedding ix splits into cellular orientation embed- 
dingsofthegraphsGh+e+XandHk+X,say,Gh+e+X-,S,andHk+X~S2. 
Capping the holes (with boundary cycles x) in both S1 and & by disks yields two 
Gh 
V e U 
k 
V e 
Fig. 2. The boundary of F and the added loop x. 
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closed surfaces & and $, and deleting the loop x from each of them gives rise to 
cellular orientation embeddings Gh + e+ $ and Hk * $. 
The way & and 52 have been constructed implies that the original non- 
orientable surface S is a connected sum of !& and $ along x [2], in symbols, 
S = &#$. Then, however, for the Euler genera of these surfaces we have 
E(S) = E(&) + E(S). It is obvious that the graph Gh (and hence Gh + e) admits a 
cellular orientation embedding in no other surface than the sphere with h 
crosscaps. Thus, E($) = h. On the other hand, the assumption that Nk is balanced 
forces $ to be orientable. Now, if y(g) = m then 0 = y&) <rn s yFvI(Ifk) = k, 
whence 0~ E(G) = 2m s 2k. Summing up we get E(S) = h + 2m E {h, h + 
2 9 l - l J h+2k}orM,,(G)e{h,h+2,...,h+2k}. 
To prove the reverse inclusion let II = h + 2m, 0 6 m s k. As mentioned above, 
Gh has an orientation embedding in a non-orientable surface Ti with h crosscaps 
(E( T1) = h). By virtue of Duke’s result [I], the (balanced) graph Hk embeds 
cellularly in an orientable surface T2 of genus m(&(T2) = 2m). Now, cut out in 7’i 
(in TZ) a small disk near the vertex r~ (u), then form the connected sum T = T’#T, 
by identifying the disk boundaries, and at last add the bridge e = uv. What we 
obtain is obviously a cellular orientation embedding of our graph G = Gh + Hk + 
e in a non-orientable surface T of genus y(T) = E(T) = E( rl) + E( 7”) = h + 2m = 
n. Hence, n E M,,(G) and the proof is complete. 0 
3. Remarks 
Analysing the proof of Theorem 1, it is clear that instead of Gh we could have 
taken any unbalanced graph which is cellularly orientation embeddable in no 
more than one closed surface; such graphs are characterized in [S]. Likewise, the 
planarity of Z& was not essential: If we had y(&) = r and y&&) = k then we 
would obtain M,,(G) = {h + 2r, h + 2r + 2, . . . , h + 2k). 
It is important to note that the set M,,(G) cannot contain gaps of length 32 
(thus, in this sense, Theorem 1 is best possible). More precisely, we have the 
following result. 
Theorem 2. If h E M,,(g) and h + p E M,,(G), p 2 3 then also h + q E M,,(G) for 
some q, 1 Q q Cp. 
Proof. Let il be the edge signing of a connected unbalanced signed graph G. 
Take an orientation embedding i : G + S. By [3], this embedding can be 
combinatorially described by the pair (P, A) where the rotation P = nvEcPv is the 
product of local rotations (i.e., cyclic permutations Pv of arcs emanating from a 
vertex v). Choose two arcs e and f at a vertex u E G and form a new rotation Q 
from P by interchanging e and fin the local rotation P,; formally, Q = (ef )P(ef). 
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Let j : G + S’ be the orientation embedding of G determined by the pair (Q, A). 
To prove Theorem 2 it is sufficient to show that IE(S) - Ed c 2 (cf. [4]). 
Consider the natural unbranched double coverings p : S+ S and p’ : 3’ + S’ of 
the (obviously non-orientable) surfaces S and S’, respectively. Lifting the 
orientation embeddings i and j accordingly, we obtain commutative diagrams 
Q I 1 P 
G-f-23 
(It should be pointed out that the double covering Q depends only on the signing 
il and not on rotations; that is why the same graph G appears in both diagrams. 
See [3] for details.) Let P and & be the rotations corresponding to the (cellular) 
orientable embeddings i and i of the graph G, respectively. It follows that Q 
differs from P in two pairs of interchanged arcs. By the counting theorem of [4] 
we have ]y(S) - y(S’)l < 2. But since both p and p’ are double coverings without 
branch points, y(S) = E(S) and y(S’) = E(S’). This proves Theorem 2. 0 
To conclude with, let us mention that there are also counterexamples different 
from those of Theorem 1. For instance, let W6 be a wheel with outer 6-cycle 
vlv2”* v6, with all edges positive, and let H be the signed graph obtained from 
w6 by adding three negative edges v1v4, v2v5, and v3v6. It can be shown that 
M,,(H) = { 1,3,4,5,6,7,8,9}; the fact that H has no orientation embedding in 
the Klein bottle is not obvious and requires a careful analysis. In this context, the 
following seems to be worth trying to prove: If G is a connected unbalanced 
graph such that h, h + 1 E M,,(G) then {h, h + 1, h + 2, . . . , YE(G)} c M,,(G). 
Here, YE(G) is the maximum genus of a closed surface into which G admits a 
2-cell orientation embedding (for a characterization of this maximum genus see 
171) . 
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